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The cx' correction to the 2'S0 (2'Si) level may be broken down as
follows: 112 (61) Mc/sec arise from recoil effects; 261. (295)
Mc/sec come from vertex parts; —16 (—124) Mc/sec are d'ue to
the annihilation interaction. All these effects are much smaller in
I' states.

It is hoped that work now in progress elsewhere will provide
experimental level shifts su%ciently accurate to compare with
those predicted theoretically. The details of this calculation will
be published later. We wish to thank Professor R. Karplus,
Professor J. Schwinger, and Dr. A. Klein for helpful discussions.
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'HE nuclear magnetic resonances of Xe"' and Xe"' in pure
Xe gas at a pressure of approximately 50 atmos have been

detected with a nuclear induction spectrometer similar to the
one described by Weaver. ' A sample of ordinary Xe gas at 50
atmos without any catalyst was used. The signal of Xe"', abun-
dance 21.17 percent which from hfs is known to have a spin I=),
and a quadrupole moment Q= —0.15, appeared as a slow-passage
signal with a signal-to-noise ratio of about 40:1. The nature of
the signal caused by Xe'" (I=-', ; abundance f=26.23 percent)
in the same sample, indicated that the experimental conditions
for this isotope were not these of slow passage, the relaxation
time Ti being at least several minutes. Comparison of the proton
resonance frequency in water containing 0.1-molar MnSO4 with
the resonance frequencies of Xe"' and Xe"' in the same magnetic
field yielded the following results:

vn9/vv =0.276633+0.000005, vis i/vv =0.081976&0.000001.

Using the value of the proton moment of Sommer, Thomas, and
Hippie' (p~=2.79268&0.00006 nm) the above frequency ratios
lead to the following magnetic moments for Xe"' and Xe"':

pi29 = —0.77255+0.00002 nm, iM»i = +0.68680&0.00002 nm.

Both values are given without diamagnetic corrections. From
these values the ratio of the magnetic moments is obtained as

@129/pi3i = —1 1.2485&0.00002

The value of pi29 agrees within the experimental error with that
obtained by Proctor and Yu' (p,»9= —0.7726&0.0001 nm) in a
sample of Xe gas at 12 atmos and containing Fe203 powder as
paramagnetic catalyst. The ratio of the magnetic moments is
also in fair agreement with the value of Bohr, Koch, and Ras-
mussen4 ('pis9/pili= —1.131&0.005) obtained by hfs measure-
ments.

The mechanism of relaxation is apparently caused by strong
van der Waals forces since pure nuclear dipole-dipole interaction
would lead to enormous relaxation times .( 10' sec). This expla-
nation is corroborated by the work of Proctor and Vu, who were
unable to detect signals of either od, d isotope in pure Xe at a
pressure of 12 atmos without catalyst. In our experiment, the
van der Waals forces are appreciable since at a pressure of 50
atmos the density of the gas is roughly 1.6 times that to be
expected for an ideal gas. It is also worth noting that the relaxation
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~I ECTRIC excitation of heavy nuclei was first observed
~ simultaneously by two groups. '' Subsequently, this has

been confirmed by a number of others' and a major improvement
in the technique for determination of the energy of the excited
state has been achieved by Huus and Bjerregaard' using magnetic
analysis of the internal conversion electrons. These investigators
established that the broad peak observed' at 105—125 kev (see
Fig. 1)' is composed of three separate peaks at 102, 113, and 124
kev. The Bohr-Mottelson theory' predicts that each even-even
isotope of wolfram has a 2+ low-lying rotational level above the
0+ ground state, that these levels should have nearly the same
energy, and that in this element the energy of the level in a given
isotope should increase with atomic weight. It is kn. own that
W"' has a 2+ level at about 123 kev. Accordingly Huus and
Bjerregaard tentatively assigned the above three levels to the
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FrG. 1. NaI (Tl) scintillation spectrometer pulse spectra from three
wolfram targets during bombardment with 2.5-Mev protons. The broad
gamma photopeak shown for metallic wolfram and H2WO4 is produced by
unresolved gammas from all wolfram isotopes. The pulse spectrum fromW'» is shown for comparison. Spectra from even-even wolfram isotopes
are displayed in Fig. 2. The energy of the W»3 gamma is given to an
accuracy of &8 kev. The breadth of this peak on the high-energy side
results from the appreciable concentrations of the heavier isotopes as
impurities (see Table I). In each case a 0.1-inch copper absorber was used
to reduce the intensity of the K x-ray background. The intensity of the
W'83 gamma has not been corrected for absorption in copper.

time for Xe"' is several orders of magnitude smaller than that
of Xe' ', indicating that strong electric interaction takes place
with the quadrupole moment of Xe"'. Further studies of these
processes are in progress.
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